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william b feis offers us the first scholarly examination of the use of military
intelligence under ulysses s øgrant s command during the civil war feis makes the
new and provocative argument that grant s use of the army of the potomac s
bureau of military information played a significant role in lee s defeat feis s work
articulately rebuts accusations by grant s detractors that his battlefield successes
involved little more than the bludgeoning of an undermanned and outgunned
opponent northern sympathizer in the confederate capital daring spymaster
postwar politician elizabeth van lew was one of the most remarkable figures in
american history a woman who defied the conventions of the nineteenth century
south in southern lady yankee spy historian elizabeth varon provides a gripping
richly researched account of the woman who led what one historian called the
most productive espionage operation of the civil war under the nose of the
confederate government van lew ran a spy ring that gathered intelligence
hampered the southern war effort and helped scores of union soldiers to escape
from richmond prisons varon describes a woman who was very much a product of
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her time and place yet continually took controversial stands from her early efforts
to free her family s slaves to her daring wartime activities and beyond varon s
powerful biography brings van lew to life showing how she used the stereotypes of
the day to confound confederate authorities who suspected her but could not
believe a proper southern lady could be a spy even as she brought together union
sympathizers at all levels of society from slaves to slaveholders after the war a
grateful president ulysses s grant named her postmaster of richmond a remarkable
break with custom for this politically influential post but her unionism republican
politics and outspoken support of racial justice earned her a lifetime of scorn in the
former confederate capital even today elizabeth van lew remains a controversial
figure in her beloved richmond remembered as the crazy bet of lost cause
propaganda elizabeth varon s account rescues her from both derision and oblivion
depicting an intelligent resourceful highly principled woman who remained as she
saw it true to her country to the end cmh pub 10 22 by alfred m beck et al
describes in detail the role of the army corps of engineers in various military
campaigns throughout north africa and italy as well as in western and central
europe from 1941 through 1944 l c card 84 11376 item 345 related products
united states army in world war 2 the quartermaster corps operations in war
against japan is available here bookstore gpo gov products sku 008 029 00047 4
united states army and world war ii set 5 of 7 the technical services pt 2 corps of
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engineers quartermaster and medical cdrom format is available here bookstore
gpo gov products sku 008 029 00434 8 united states army and world war ii set 4 of
7 the technical services pt 1 chemical ordnance transportation and signal cdrom
format is available here bookstore gpo gov products sku 008 029 00396 1 world
war ii resources collection can be found here bookstore gpo gov catalog world war
ii other products by the u s army center of military history cmh can be found here
bookstore gpo gov agency 1061 true to my god and country explores the role of the
more than half a million jewish american men and women who served in the
military in the second world war patriotic americans determined to fight they
served in every branch of the military and every theater of the war drawing on
letters diaries interviews and memoirs true to my god and country offers an
intimate account of the soul searching carried out by young jewish men and
women in uniform ouzan highlights in particular the selflessness of servicewomen
who risked their lives in dangerous assignments many gis encountered
antisemitism in the american military even as they fought the evils of nazi germany
and its allies true to my god and country examines how they coped with anti jewish
hostility and reveals how their interactions with jewish communities overseas
reinforced and bolstered connections to their own american jewish identities from
prehistory to the present day conservation movement pyne explores the efforts of
successive american cultures to master wildfire and to use it to shape the
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landscape americans today harbor no strong or consistent collective memory of the
first world war ask why the country fought or what they accomplished and
democracy is the most likely if vague response the circulation of confusing or lofty
rationales for intervention began as soon as president woodrow wilson secured a
war declaration in april 1917 yet amid those shifting justifications love and death
in the great war argues was a more durable and resonant one americans would
fight for home and family officials in the military and government grasping this
crucial reality invested the war with personal meaning as did popular culture make
your mother proud of you and the old red white and blue went george cohan s
famous tune over there federal officials and their allies in public culture in short
told the war story as a love story intervention came at a moment when arbiters of
traditional home and family were regarded as under pressure from all sides
industrial work women s employment immigration urban vice woman suffrage and
the imagined threat of black sexual aggression alleged german crimes in france
and belgium seemed to further imperil women and children war promised to
restore convention stabilize gender roles and sharpen male character love and
death in the great war tracks such ideas of redemptive war across public and
private spaces policy and implementation home and front popular culture and
personal correspondence in beautifully rendered prose andrew j huebner merges
untold stories of ordinary men and women with a history of wartime culture
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studying the radiating impact of war alongside the management of public opinion
he recovers the conflict s emotional dimensions its everyday rhythms
heartbreaking losses soaring possibilities and broken promises in this sweeping
narrative history from the great depression of the 1930s to the great recession of
today caring for america rethinks both the history of the american welfare state
from the perspective of care work and chronicles how home care workers
eventually became one of the most vibrant forces in the american labor movement
eileen boris and jennifer klein demonstrate the ways in which law and social policy
made home care a low waged job that was stigmatized as welfare and relegated to
the bottom of the medical hierarchy for decades these front line caregivers labored
in the shadows of a welfare state that shaped the conditions of the occupation
disparate often chaotic programs for home care which allowed needy elderly and
disabled people to avoid institutionalization historically paid poverty wages to the
african american and immigrant women who constituted the majority of the labor
force yet policymakers and welfare administrators linked discourses of dependence
and independence claiming that such jobs would end clients and workers
dependence on the state and provide a ticket to economic independence the
history of home care illuminates the fractured evolution of the modern american
welfare state since the new deal and its race gender and class fissures it reveals
why there is no adequate long term care in america caring for america is much
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more than a history of social policy however it is also about a powerful
contemporary social movement at the front and center of the narrative are the
workers poor women of color who have challenged the racial social and economic
stigmas embedded in the system caring for america traces the intertwined
sometimes conflicting search of care providers and receivers for dignity self
determination and security it highlights the senior citizen and independent living
movements the civil rights organizing of women on welfare and domestic workers
the battles of public sector unions and the unionization of health and service
workers it rethinks the strategies of the u s labor movement in terms of a growing
care work economy finally it makes a powerful argument that care is a basic right
for all and that care work merits a living wage when dealing with indigenous
women s history we are conditioned to think about women as private sphere
figures circumscribed by the home the reserve and the community moreover in
many ways indigenous men and women have been cast in static pre modern and
one dimensional identities and their twentieth century experiences reduced to a
singular story of decline and loss in indigenous women work and history historian
mary jane logan mccallum rejects both of these long standing conventions by
presenting case studies of indigenous domestic servants hairdressers community
health representatives and nurses working in modern native ways between 1940
and 1980 based on a range of sources including the records of the departments of
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indian affairs and national health and welfare interviews and print and audio visual
media mccallum shows how state run education and placement programs were
part of canada s larger vision of assimilation and extinguishment of treaty
obligations conversely she also shows how indigenous women link these same
programs to their social and cultural responsibilities of community building and
state resistance by placing the history of these modern workers within a broader
historical context of aboriginal education and health federal labour programs post
war aboriginal economic and political developments and aboriginal professional
organizations mccallum challenges us to think about indigenous women s history
in entirely new ways this book examines the recruitment of black men into the
union army and the experiences of black soldiers under arms introd this book
represents a first considered attempt to study the factors that conditioned
industrial chemistry for war in 1914 18 taking a comparative perspective it reflects
on the experience of france germany austria russia britain italy and russia and
points to significant similarities and differences it looks at changing patterns in the
organisation of industry and at the emerging symbiosis between science industry
and the military ramold disputes the old argument that citizen soldiers in the union
army differed little from civilians he shows how a chasm of mutual distrust grew
between soldiers and civilians during four years of fighting that led many
democratic soldiers to build the groundwork for the postwar republican party filled
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with gripping anecdotes this book makes for fascinating reading scott reynolds
nelson college of william mary union soldiers left home in 1861 with expectations
that the conflict would be short the purpose of the war was clear and public
support back home was universal as the war continued however union soldiers
noticed growing disparities between their own expectations and those of their
families at home with growing concern and alarm instead of support for the war an
extensive and oft violent anti war movement emerged in this first study of the gulf
between union soldiers and northern civilians steven j ramold reveals the wide
array of factors that prevented the union army and the civilians on whose behalf
they were fighting from becoming a united front during the civil war in across the
divide ramold illustrates how the divided spheres of civil war experience created
social and political conflict far removed from the better known battlefields of the
war steven j ramold associate professor of american history at eastern michigan
university is the author of two previous books slaves sailors citizens african
americans in the union navy and baring the iron hand discipline in the union army
he and his wife reside in ypsilanti michigan examines the relationships and
accomplishments of ulysses grant and the key officers who served under him in the
western theater of the civil war each essay offers a case study in command
leadership in the civil war service satisfaction and climate perspectives on
management in english language teaching presents the results of research carried
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out in new zealand to demonstrate the ways elt can be conceptualized in terms of
service and climate although esl is a major worldwide service industry employing
large numbers of professionals and serving millions of clients it is an under
researched field and one that is under represented in the management business
literature this omission is particularly noticeable given that elt has its own
particular themes problems and issues for instance elt is an educational service yet
exists within a commercial context its clients are from different cultural and
linguistic backgrounds in many elt contexts the cultural and linguistic backgrounds
of the service providers are different from those of the clients thus the service
provision has a strong cross cultural dimension yet the elt sector is largely missing
from the educational and the management literature this book seeks to fill the gap
through discussion of elt as a service issues surrounding elt teachers as service
providers the work of elt managers client expectations and perceptions of elt
service comparison of staff estimates and client ratings of service quality and
considerations of service milieu and climate in elt centers these laborers mostly
illiterate peasants from north china came voluntarily and worked in europe longer
than any other group xu explores china s reasons for sending its citizens to help
the british and french and later the americans the backgrounds of the workers
their difficult transit to europe across the pacific through canada and over the
atlantic and their experiences with the allied armies it was the first encounter with
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westerners for most of these chinese peasants and xu also considers the story from
their perspective how they understood this distant war the racism and suspicion
they faced and their attempts to hold on to their culture so far from home and did
army service as a powerful form of industrial organization help create dubuque s
modern workforce warriors into workers argues that the union army was both a
social and a socializing institution making significant but previously unexamined
contributions to the formation of american industrial society this book connects
with the recent surge of interest in the social history of the civil war and addresses
significant issues in labor and economic history military history community studies
political culture and gender jacket introduction crisis of certainty cotton guesses
the daily probabilities weather prophecies economies of the future promises of love
and money epilogue specters of uncertainty for much of the twentieth century
immigration and naturalization service ins officials recognized that the us mexico
border region was a special case here the ins confronted a set of political social
and environmental obstacles that prevented it from replicating its achievements at
the immigration stations of angel island and ellis island in response to these
challenges local ins officials resorted to the law amending nullifying and even
rewriting the nation s immigration laws for the borderlands as well as enforcing
them in the ins on the line s deborah kang traces the ways in which the ins on the
us mexico border made the nation s immigration laws over the course of the
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twentieth century while the ins is primarily thought to be a law enforcement
agency kang demonstrates that the agency also defined itself as a lawmaking body
through a nuanced examination of the agency s admission deportation and
enforcement practices in the southwest she reveals how local immigration officials
constructed a complex approach to border control one that closed the line in the
name of nativism and national security opened it for the benefit of transnational
economic and social concerns and redefined it as a vast legal jurisdiction for the
policing of undocumented immigrants despite its contingent and local origins this
composite approach to border control kang concludes continues to inform the daily
operations of the nation s immigration agencies american immigration law and
policy and conceptions of this border today the vision of this book has been to
represent the work of educators and scholars invested in moving education beyond
insular models of language study and cultural awareness to more globally
representative and inclusive interactions that range from the studied word to the
lived experience and from reading the word to read the world freire macedo 1987
a fundamental aspect of this vision is to recognize the living nature of language
and its intricate role in culture culture is mediated through language hauerwas
skawinski ryan 2017 p 202 and the linguistic experience of difference is essential
for developing cultural competence beyond surface culture considerations the
editors of this volume are committed to a closer bond between literacy learning
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and cultural competencies particularly when literacy practices and education are
often characterized by quantifiable standards and accountability restraints readers
of this volume will find meaningful and practical approaches to engage with
learners from their earliest encounter with language s through adolescence and
adulthood and across ever changing local and global communities on may 29 1917
mrs e m craise citizen of denver colorado penned a letter to president woodrow
wilson which concluded we have surrendered to your absolute control our hearts
dearest treasures our sons if their precious bodies that have cost us so dear should
be torn to shreds by german shot and shells we will try to live on in the hope of
meeting them again in the blessed country of happy reunions but mr president if
the hell holes that infest their training camps should trip up their unwary feet and
they be returned to us besotted degenerate wrecks of their former selves cursed
with that hell born craving for alcohol we can have no such hope anxious about the
united states pending entry into the great war fearful that their sons would be
polluted by the scourges of prostitution venereal disease illicit sex and drink that
ran rampant in the training camps countless americans sent such missives to their
government officials in response to this deluge president wilson created the
commission on training camp activities to ensure the purity of the camp
environment training camps would henceforth mold not only soldiers but model
citizens who after the war would return to their communities spreading white
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urban middle class values throughout the country what began as a federal
program designed to eliminate sexually transmitted diseases soon mushroomed
into a powerful social force intent on replacing america s many cultures with a
single homogenous one though committed to the positive methods of education
and recreation the reformers did not hesitate to employ repression when necessary
those not conforming to the prescribed vision of masculinity often faced exclusion
from the reformers idealized society or sometimes even imprisonment social
engineering ruled the day combining social cultural and military history and
illustrating the deep divisions among reformers themselves nancy k bristow with
the aid of dozens of evocative photographs here brings to life a pivotal era in the
history of the u s revealing the complex relationship between the nation s
competing cultures progressive reform efforts and the great war as the civil war s
toll mounted an antiquated medical system faced a deluge of sick and wounded
soldiers in response the united states created a national care system primarily
funded and regulated by the federal government when new haven connecticut was
chosen as the site for a new military hospital pliny adams jewett next in line to
become chief of surgery at yale sacrificed his private practice and eventually his
future in new haven to serve as chief of staff of the new thousand bed knight u s
general hospital the war governor william buckingham personally financed
hospital construction while supporting needy soldiers and their families he
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appointed state agents to scour battlefields and hospitals to ensure his state s
soldiers got the best care while encouraging their transfer to the hospital in new
haven this history of the hospital s construction and operation during the war
discusses the state of medicine at the time as well as the administrative side of
providing care to sick and wounded soldiers
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Grant's Secret Service
2004-04-01

william b feis offers us the first scholarly examination of the use of military
intelligence under ulysses s øgrant s command during the civil war feis makes the
new and provocative argument that grant s use of the army of the potomac s
bureau of military information played a significant role in lee s defeat feis s work
articulately rebuts accusations by grant s detractors that his battlefield successes
involved little more than the bludgeoning of an undermanned and outgunned
opponent

Military Service Records at the National Archives
2009

northern sympathizer in the confederate capital daring spymaster postwar
politician elizabeth van lew was one of the most remarkable figures in american
history a woman who defied the conventions of the nineteenth century south in
southern lady yankee spy historian elizabeth varon provides a gripping richly
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researched account of the woman who led what one historian called the most
productive espionage operation of the civil war under the nose of the confederate
government van lew ran a spy ring that gathered intelligence hampered the
southern war effort and helped scores of union soldiers to escape from richmond
prisons varon describes a woman who was very much a product of her time and
place yet continually took controversial stands from her early efforts to free her
family s slaves to her daring wartime activities and beyond varon s powerful
biography brings van lew to life showing how she used the stereotypes of the day
to confound confederate authorities who suspected her but could not believe a
proper southern lady could be a spy even as she brought together union
sympathizers at all levels of society from slaves to slaveholders after the war a
grateful president ulysses s grant named her postmaster of richmond a remarkable
break with custom for this politically influential post but her unionism republican
politics and outspoken support of racial justice earned her a lifetime of scorn in the
former confederate capital even today elizabeth van lew remains a controversial
figure in her beloved richmond remembered as the crazy bet of lost cause
propaganda elizabeth varon s account rescues her from both derision and oblivion
depicting an intelligent resourceful highly principled woman who remained as she
saw it true to her country to the end
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cmh pub 10 22 by alfred m beck et al describes in detail the role of the army corps
of engineers in various military campaigns throughout north africa and italy as
well as in western and central europe from 1941 through 1944 l c card 84 11376
item 345 related products united states army in world war 2 the quartermaster
corps operations in war against japan is available here bookstore gpo gov products
sku 008 029 00047 4 united states army and world war ii set 5 of 7 the technical
services pt 2 corps of engineers quartermaster and medical cdrom format is
available here bookstore gpo gov products sku 008 029 00434 8 united states army
and world war ii set 4 of 7 the technical services pt 1 chemical ordnance
transportation and signal cdrom format is available here bookstore gpo gov
products sku 008 029 00396 1 world war ii resources collection can be found here
bookstore gpo gov catalog world war ii other products by the u s army center of
military history cmh can be found here bookstore gpo gov agency 1061
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Southern Lady, Yankee Spy
2003-10-02

true to my god and country explores the role of the more than half a million jewish
american men and women who served in the military in the second world war
patriotic americans determined to fight they served in every branch of the military
and every theater of the war drawing on letters diaries interviews and memoirs
true to my god and country offers an intimate account of the soul searching carried
out by young jewish men and women in uniform ouzan highlights in particular the
selflessness of servicewomen who risked their lives in dangerous assignments
many gis encountered antisemitism in the american military even as they fought
the evils of nazi germany and its allies true to my god and country examines how
they coped with anti jewish hostility and reveals how their interactions with jewish
communities overseas reinforced and bolstered connections to their own american
jewish identities
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from prehistory to the present day conservation movement pyne explores the
efforts of successive american cultures to master wildfire and to use it to shape the
landscape

North & South
2005

americans today harbor no strong or consistent collective memory of the first
world war ask why the country fought or what they accomplished and democracy
is the most likely if vague response the circulation of confusing or lofty rationales
for intervention began as soon as president woodrow wilson secured a war
declaration in april 1917 yet amid those shifting justifications love and death in the
great war argues was a more durable and resonant one americans would fight for
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home and family officials in the military and government grasping this crucial
reality invested the war with personal meaning as did popular culture make your
mother proud of you and the old red white and blue went george cohan s famous
tune over there federal officials and their allies in public culture in short told the
war story as a love story intervention came at a moment when arbiters of
traditional home and family were regarded as under pressure from all sides
industrial work women s employment immigration urban vice woman suffrage and
the imagined threat of black sexual aggression alleged german crimes in france
and belgium seemed to further imperil women and children war promised to
restore convention stabilize gender roles and sharpen male character love and
death in the great war tracks such ideas of redemptive war across public and
private spaces policy and implementation home and front popular culture and
personal correspondence in beautifully rendered prose andrew j huebner merges
untold stories of ordinary men and women with a history of wartime culture
studying the radiating impact of war alongside the management of public opinion
he recovers the conflict s emotional dimensions its everyday rhythms
heartbreaking losses soaring possibilities and broken promises
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in this sweeping narrative history from the great depression of the 1930s to the
great recession of today caring for america rethinks both the history of the
american welfare state from the perspective of care work and chronicles how
home care workers eventually became one of the most vibrant forces in the
american labor movement eileen boris and jennifer klein demonstrate the ways in
which law and social policy made home care a low waged job that was stigmatized
as welfare and relegated to the bottom of the medical hierarchy for decades these
front line caregivers labored in the shadows of a welfare state that shaped the
conditions of the occupation disparate often chaotic programs for home care which
allowed needy elderly and disabled people to avoid institutionalization historically
paid poverty wages to the african american and immigrant women who constituted
the majority of the labor force yet policymakers and welfare administrators linked
discourses of dependence and independence claiming that such jobs would end
clients and workers dependence on the state and provide a ticket to economic
independence the history of home care illuminates the fractured evolution of the
modern american welfare state since the new deal and its race gender and class
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fissures it reveals why there is no adequate long term care in america caring for
america is much more than a history of social policy however it is also about a
powerful contemporary social movement at the front and center of the narrative
are the workers poor women of color who have challenged the racial social and
economic stigmas embedded in the system caring for america traces the
intertwined sometimes conflicting search of care providers and receivers for
dignity self determination and security it highlights the senior citizen and
independent living movements the civil rights organizing of women on welfare and
domestic workers the battles of public sector unions and the unionization of health
and service workers it rethinks the strategies of the u s labor movement in terms
of a growing care work economy finally it makes a powerful argument that care is
a basic right for all and that care work merits a living wage

帝国図書館報
1941

when dealing with indigenous women s history we are conditioned to think about
women as private sphere figures circumscribed by the home the reserve and the
community moreover in many ways indigenous men and women have been cast in
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static pre modern and one dimensional identities and their twentieth century
experiences reduced to a singular story of decline and loss in indigenous women
work and history historian mary jane logan mccallum rejects both of these long
standing conventions by presenting case studies of indigenous domestic servants
hairdressers community health representatives and nurses working in modern
native ways between 1940 and 1980 based on a range of sources including the
records of the departments of indian affairs and national health and welfare
interviews and print and audio visual media mccallum shows how state run
education and placement programs were part of canada s larger vision of
assimilation and extinguishment of treaty obligations conversely she also shows
how indigenous women link these same programs to their social and cultural
responsibilities of community building and state resistance by placing the history
of these modern workers within a broader historical context of aboriginal
education and health federal labour programs post war aboriginal economic and
political developments and aboriginal professional organizations mccallum
challenges us to think about indigenous women s history in entirely new ways
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United States Army in World War 2, Technical
Services, The Corps of Engineers: The War
Against Germany
1985

this book examines the recruitment of black men into the union army and the
experiences of black soldiers under arms introd

Guide to the Records in the National Archives
1948

this book represents a first considered attempt to study the factors that
conditioned industrial chemistry for war in 1914 18 taking a comparative
perspective it reflects on the experience of france germany austria russia britain
italy and russia and points to significant similarities and differences it looks at
changing patterns in the organisation of industry and at the emerging symbiosis
between science industry and the military
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True to My God and Country
2024-02-06

ramold disputes the old argument that citizen soldiers in the union army differed
little from civilians he shows how a chasm of mutual distrust grew between
soldiers and civilians during four years of fighting that led many democratic
soldiers to build the groundwork for the postwar republican party filled with
gripping anecdotes this book makes for fascinating reading scott reynolds nelson
college of william mary union soldiers left home in 1861 with expectations that the
conflict would be short the purpose of the war was clear and public support back
home was universal as the war continued however union soldiers noticed growing
disparities between their own expectations and those of their families at home with
growing concern and alarm instead of support for the war an extensive and oft
violent anti war movement emerged in this first study of the gulf between union
soldiers and northern civilians steven j ramold reveals the wide array of factors
that prevented the union army and the civilians on whose behalf they were fighting
from becoming a united front during the civil war in across the divide ramold
illustrates how the divided spheres of civil war experience created social and
political conflict far removed from the better known battlefields of the war steven j
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ramold associate professor of american history at eastern michigan university is
the author of two previous books slaves sailors citizens african americans in the
union navy and baring the iron hand discipline in the union army he and his wife
reside in ypsilanti michigan

Fire in America
2017-01-27

examines the relationships and accomplishments of ulysses grant and the key
officers who served under him in the western theater of the civil war each essay
offers a case study in command leadership in the civil war

Annual Report of the Archivist of the United
States
1945

service satisfaction and climate perspectives on management in english language
teaching presents the results of research carried out in new zealand to
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demonstrate the ways elt can be conceptualized in terms of service and climate
although esl is a major worldwide service industry employing large numbers of
professionals and serving millions of clients it is an under researched field and one
that is under represented in the management business literature this omission is
particularly noticeable given that elt has its own particular themes problems and
issues for instance elt is an educational service yet exists within a commercial
context its clients are from different cultural and linguistic backgrounds in many
elt contexts the cultural and linguistic backgrounds of the service providers are
different from those of the clients thus the service provision has a strong cross
cultural dimension yet the elt sector is largely missing from the educational and
the management literature this book seeks to fill the gap through discussion of elt
as a service issues surrounding elt teachers as service providers the work of elt
managers client expectations and perceptions of elt service comparison of staff
estimates and client ratings of service quality and considerations of service milieu
and climate in elt centers

Love and Death in the Great War
2018-02-01
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these laborers mostly illiterate peasants from north china came voluntarily and
worked in europe longer than any other group xu explores china s reasons for
sending its citizens to help the british and french and later the americans the
backgrounds of the workers their difficult transit to europe across the pacific
through canada and over the atlantic and their experiences with the allied armies
it was the first encounter with westerners for most of these chinese peasants and
xu also considers the story from their perspective how they understood this distant
war the racism and suspicion they faced and their attempts to hold on to their
culture so far from home

Caring for America
2012-04-11

and did army service as a powerful form of industrial organization help create
dubuque s modern workforce warriors into workers argues that the union army
was both a social and a socializing institution making significant but previously
unexamined contributions to the formation of american industrial society this book
connects with the recent surge of interest in the social history of the civil war and
addresses significant issues in labor and economic history military history
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community studies political culture and gender jacket

Indigenous Women, Work, and History
2014-05-02

introduction crisis of certainty cotton guesses the daily probabilities weather
prophecies economies of the future promises of love and money epilogue specters
of uncertainty

Stop the Evil
1978

for much of the twentieth century immigration and naturalization service ins
officials recognized that the us mexico border region was a special case here the
ins confronted a set of political social and environmental obstacles that prevented
it from replicating its achievements at the immigration stations of angel island and
ellis island in response to these challenges local ins officials resorted to the law
amending nullifying and even rewriting the nation s immigration laws for the
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borderlands as well as enforcing them in the ins on the line s deborah kang traces
the ways in which the ins on the us mexico border made the nation s immigration
laws over the course of the twentieth century while the ins is primarily thought to
be a law enforcement agency kang demonstrates that the agency also defined itself
as a lawmaking body through a nuanced examination of the agency s admission
deportation and enforcement practices in the southwest she reveals how local
immigration officials constructed a complex approach to border control one that
closed the line in the name of nativism and national security opened it for the
benefit of transnational economic and social concerns and redefined it as a vast
legal jurisdiction for the policing of undocumented immigrants despite its
contingent and local origins this composite approach to border control kang
concludes continues to inform the daily operations of the nation s immigration
agencies american immigration law and policy and conceptions of this border
today

The Black Military Experience
2010

the vision of this book has been to represent the work of educators and scholars
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invested in moving education beyond insular models of language study and cultural
awareness to more globally representative and inclusive interactions that range
from the studied word to the lived experience and from reading the word to read
the world freire macedo 1987 a fundamental aspect of this vision is to recognize
the living nature of language and its intricate role in culture culture is mediated
through language hauerwas skawinski ryan 2017 p 202 and the linguistic
experience of difference is essential for developing cultural competence beyond
surface culture considerations the editors of this volume are committed to a closer
bond between literacy learning and cultural competencies particularly when
literacy practices and education are often characterized by quantifiable standards
and accountability restraints readers of this volume will find meaningful and
practical approaches to engage with learners from their earliest encounter with
language s through adolescence and adulthood and across ever changing local and
global communities

Frontline and Factory
2007-05-06

on may 29 1917 mrs e m craise citizen of denver colorado penned a letter to
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president woodrow wilson which concluded we have surrendered to your absolute
control our hearts dearest treasures our sons if their precious bodies that have
cost us so dear should be torn to shreds by german shot and shells we will try to
live on in the hope of meeting them again in the blessed country of happy reunions
but mr president if the hell holes that infest their training camps should trip up
their unwary feet and they be returned to us besotted degenerate wrecks of their
former selves cursed with that hell born craving for alcohol we can have no such
hope anxious about the united states pending entry into the great war fearful that
their sons would be polluted by the scourges of prostitution venereal disease illicit
sex and drink that ran rampant in the training camps countless americans sent
such missives to their government officials in response to this deluge president
wilson created the commission on training camp activities to ensure the purity of
the camp environment training camps would henceforth mold not only soldiers but
model citizens who after the war would return to their communities spreading
white urban middle class values throughout the country what began as a federal
program designed to eliminate sexually transmitted diseases soon mushroomed
into a powerful social force intent on replacing america s many cultures with a
single homogenous one though committed to the positive methods of education
and recreation the reformers did not hesitate to employ repression when necessary
those not conforming to the prescribed vision of masculinity often faced exclusion
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from the reformers idealized society or sometimes even imprisonment social
engineering ruled the day combining social cultural and military history and
illustrating the deep divisions among reformers themselves nancy k bristow with
the aid of dozens of evocative photographs here brings to life a pivotal era in the
history of the u s revealing the complex relationship between the nation s
competing cultures progressive reform efforts and the great war

Of Love and War
2001

as the civil war s toll mounted an antiquated medical system faced a deluge of sick
and wounded soldiers in response the united states created a national care system
primarily funded and regulated by the federal government when new haven
connecticut was chosen as the site for a new military hospital pliny adams jewett
next in line to become chief of surgery at yale sacrificed his private practice and
eventually his future in new haven to serve as chief of staff of the new thousand
bed knight u s general hospital the war governor william buckingham personally
financed hospital construction while supporting needy soldiers and their families
he appointed state agents to scour battlefields and hospitals to ensure his state s
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soldiers got the best care while encouraging their transfer to the hospital in new
haven this history of the hospital s construction and operation during the war
discusses the state of medicine at the time as well as the administrative side of
providing care to sick and wounded soldiers

Singapore Master Tax Guide
2006

The Supervisors Service Bulletin
1931

Across the Divide
2013-04-22
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Grant's Lieutenants
2001

Service, Satisfaction and Climate
2010

Strangers on the Western Front
2011-02-18

Warriors Into Workers
2003
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Health Services Reports
1995

Parts Manufacturer Approvals
1982

Looking Forward
2017-12-08

The Israel State Archives
1991
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Catalog of National Archives Microfilm
Publications
1968

County Business Patterns, Oklahoma
1998

The INS on the Line
2017

Directory of Chain Restaurant Operators
1991
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Inquiries Into Literacy Learning and Cultural
Competencies in a World of Borders
2018-04-01

Making Men Moral
1997-10-01

Adequacy of Northern New England Air Service,
Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Aviation...,
92-1, September 9 and 10, 1971
1972
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New Haven's Civil War Hospital
2013-11-05

Guide to Genealogical Research in the National
Archives of the United States
2000
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